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for a glowing complexion, you need to make
sure you are properly moisturised at all times.

if your skin is prone to dryness and flaking,
your best bet is a double-duty moisturiser.

choose a formula that will work for the whole
day - but not too heavy, as you want to keep
your skin feeling fresh throughout the day.
superfacial (formerly known as calendula

superfacial) is my favourite. it goes on quite
thick so it is great for those of us who have

very dry skin. it is a light moisturising formula
with an spf of 15. maya aznar of st. tropez

fragrance's new fragrance simply be is full of
such a light, citrusy fragrance, it has a very

fresh, uplifting feel to it - and it is very
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moisturising.  for the perfect complexion, it is
also important to incorporate a light facial

cleanser into your routine. this will help your
skin to absorb the moisturiser after a long day

of wearing make up. i use a cleanser that is
specifically designed for very sensitive skin. it

is also very oil-free, which is important
because you want your skin to be as fresh as
possible throughout the day. it is very gentle
and has a water-like feel. maya aznar of st.

tropez fragrance's new fragrance simply be is
full of such a light, citrusy fragrance, it has a
very fresh, uplifting feel to it - and it is very

moisturising.  start by cleansing your face. use
a gentle, non-soap cleanser and apply a few

drops to a cotton pad. make sure to wash your
face in the morning before you apply your

make up, and leave it for a few minutes until
your skin is slightly damp. this will help to
remove any dirt and oil that may have got

underneath your make up. maya aznar of st.
tropez fragrance's new fragrance simply be is
full of such a light, citrusy fragrance, it has a
very fresh, uplifting feel to it - and it is very

moisturising.
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reading a book by ellsworth kelly, manus gave
me a nickname. my friend eric jackson called
me the second madonna. ellsworth kelly said,
“when you start living with them, they start to

dream up, get ideas.” i would say that the
madonna imagery in my work started my

whole practice. i was working on a woman’s
body in space in the early 80s, but that was
not really the madonna image that i had in

mind. i took the point that she was pregnant
and it kind of got twisted into a higher

dimension, more spiritual, where, of course,
i’m alluding to that imagery. i felt that

imagery was important because i was taking
the body as my central point of reference for
women. his start in painting came at the age
of eight when he paints a picture of a railroad
crossing under the supervision of his father

and best friend bob, a draftsman who together
make up a small studio in the family home.

young ellsworth began to spend his days and
nights at the studio as well as on family

vacations around new york state. in the early
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1950s he continued his studies at the art
students league, after which he joined a group
of artists who were collectively referred to as
the new york school.. he had been dissatisfied

with the expectation he encountered at the
league and initially turned to art as a source of

self-fulfillment. he took up painting while he
was at st. petersburg college of art for women
in largo and after he received his m.f.a. from
suny purchase. he taught at the art students
league of new york for nearly four decades

and had a national reputation for his painting.
he was described by max kozloff as one of the
most significant artists working in the united

states at the time.. 5ec8ef588b
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